HOW TO PARTICIPATE

In 2019, the ASIS Foundation will award one free certification exam—either the CPP or PSP—to every ASIS chapter in the world. More than 100 chapters in 30 countries participated. Let’s increase that number this year!

1. **Decide how to select your recipient.**
   - **Application process:** Ask members to apply with the chapter for the scholarship and then evaluate the applications to select a recipient. Sample guidelines and application are available at asisfoundation.org.
   - **Random selection:** Identify all chapter members eligible for CPP or PSP certification and then select a recipient from that group.

2. **Publicize the scholarship competition to your members.** Post information on your chapter website and in your ASIS Connects community, announce at meetings, and promote details and deadlines in your email notifications.

3. **Select your recipient and notify the Foundation.** Enter your scholarship recipient’s contact information in the Certification Accelerator portal on the ASIS Foundation website by 1 November 2019. Then notify your applicants of the results. You may also create and award a certificate to your recipient. Templates are available at asisfoundation.org.

Once you submit your recipient’s name, the Foundation will do the rest. We will contact the scholarship recipient with instructions on how to claim the scholarship and apply for certification. Recipients will receive a unique voucher code that will allow them to apply and take either the CPP or PSP exam at no charge.

Please note: the scholarship does not guarantee that the recipient will be approved to take the exam or will achieve their certification.

*Scholarship recipients must be selected in accordance with the ASIS Foundation scholarship policy using a fair, objective, and non-discriminatory process. Recipients will be selected without regard to race, age, gender, religion, political beliefs, employment status, or any other factors that constitute unfair or illegal discrimination.
2018 PARTICIPATING CHAPTERS

Aegean Chapter  Columbus  Jamaica
Alaska  Connecticut  Japan
Albany  Croatia  Johannesburg
Austin  Dominican Republic  Kansas City
Baton Rouge  Ecuador  Las Vegas
Benelux  El Paso  Lehigh Valley
Bengaluru  FL West Coast  Long Island
Bolivia  Flint  Manitoba
Boston  Ghana  Mexico City
Buenos Aires, Argentina  Granite State  Middle Tennessee
Calgary / Southern Alberta  Greater Charleston  Mid-Michigan
Canadian Pacific  Greater Fayetteville, NC  Mumbai
Central New Jersey  Greater Milwaukee  NC Piedmont
Central Pennsylvania  Greater Philadelphia  NC Research Triangle
Central South Carolina  Hampton Roads  New Delhi
Chicago  Hong Kong  New Mexico
Chile  Idaho  New South Wales, Australia
Cincinnati Tri-State  Illi-Ana  New York City
Colombia  Indianapolis  Nicaragua
Columbia River  Italy  North Texas

“I have been a dispatcher and sheriff deputy. Some of my greatest accomplishments are seeing how I have changed my community and people’s lives by keeping them safe. I strive to truly make a difference.”

-Angie Lowber, Idaho Chapter 2018 CPP Accelerator Scholarship Recipient

For more information visit asisfoundation.org or contact Beth McFarland Pierce, Director ASIS Foundation, at beth.mcfarland@asisonline.org.